
GOLDEN DAYS FOR FENLAND 

round 3  
(The Indies – plus one or two others - In East Anglia during the late 60s) 

 

 

8) The Story So Far 

We’ve had a look at the way International Promotions served March and Kings Lynn 

and other halls with Indy presentations in the late sixties, and how Trans World 

Promotions stepped in to some of the smaller halls, 

notably Downham Market with their wrestling roster. We 

turn today to Starr Promotions, run by Bill Clark (L), a 

journeyman wrestler from Boston who decided to be his 

own boss (before deciding to be King Kendo!). He had 

limited success in Wisbech, which was dealt with in the 

Wisbech Chronicles. Then he turned his sights on other 

Fenland venues, concentrating on Holbeach in Lincolnshire 

and Whittlesey, near Peterborough, where fans had been 

somewhat starved of grappling over the years. 



9) Big Bill On The Road 

Starr Promotions based itself in Lincolnshire, and as Bill honed his promotional skills 

at Wisbech he also turned to his home county to serve up his Indy nights of 

mayhem.  

One of his most successful venues was 

the WI Hall in Holbeach (R). This was a 

Tardis-like hall which lent itself very well 

to the wrestling.  

Just about large enough to create the 

right ambience and small enough to 

deliver a packed hall each time and 

ensure the atmosphere added to the 

entertainment. 

The local paper was part of the same group as the paper I worked for, so I was able 

to supply them with tit-bits, previews and reports and give Bill some much-needed 

publicity every now and again. I tried not to over-egg with praise … but sometimes 

failed! 

For the first show in 1968 he chose, as you 

can see (L), a safe, reliable and familiar line-

up in order to start stirring the pot gently.  

Bill put himself on the bill (a la Jack Taylor) 

to face the masked Professor, which would 

establish Bill as the local good guy. Jumbo 

and Apollo knew what was expected of 

them in this opener. 

I went along for Bill and gave it a glowing, 

if not over-glowing report (below) for the 

paper. It really had been a good night … 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  As things turned out Bill couldn’t book the 

Outlaw for the next show, but the 

speculative publicity did no harm. The 

ever-unpopular Harry Bennett was brought 

in for show two (L), and the Outlaw 

booked for show three. Alas, the masked 

man was a no-show, but Bill, in true Jack 

Taylor fashion, 

handed the fans a 

heavyweight tag 

match replacement 

which involved both 

Bill and Harry 

Bennett. It went down 

a storm. Bill had got the measure of the Holbeach fans … 

 

 

  

The fans forgave the no-show 

and continued to turn up in fair old 

numbers to support Starr 

Promotions, and as we go into 

1969 we’ll pick a few shows to 

highlight.  



 

 

Bill used Brian Trevors’ stable of 

workers from the local Anglia 

Promotions a fair few times. On this 

bill they dominated … along with Bill 

himself facing the tough Humphrey 

Mendoza (John L Hagger).  

Brian Trevors topped the bill against 

his own Hercules. Bill asked me to 

help set up the publicity for a 

Poachers vs Mendoza and Pye 

(below) challenge match, which I duly 

did. 

 

. 

 

 



 

As we move into 1970 you can see the way Bill used himself as the villain-killer, 

facing the likes of the Professor, Pye and Mendoza and then the Docker Don who 

turned heel for the evening. As with Trans World, a lot of the names do re-occur, but 

the match-ups were very skilfully thought through. 

10) Whittlesey Winners 

The Whittlesey Gliderdome … or 

the Glider … was the venue of 

choice for Starr Promotions as 

they neared Peterborough, where 

Dale Martin had successfully set 

up shop.  

Again, there’s the link with Brian 

Trevors as we whizz through four 

of the Whittlesey cards. 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Klondike Bill (L) 

alongside  the Outlaw facing Big Bill Clark 

and Farmer Johnny Allan. That was a line-up  

or the troops! And in this show, one of the final 

bills at Whittlesey, another appearance by 

John  Romeiro … and I can still find out 

nothing about this good, solid worker. 



Lest we forget, Bill also took Starr Promotions to Donington. Now that really is 

pushing it for size. The Dial Hall (below) was, let’s 

say, cozy. 

The only clip I’ve 

got for bills there 

is this one (R), 

which has what 

could be 

regarded as a 

Starr ‘sampler’ 

menu on show. 

Mick Collins and Taffy 

Jenkins with their classic opener. Bill facing 

Vince Apollo, and our old friend the ex-suicide 

pilot preparing for another flight …. 

Bill Clark continued wrestling through the Golden Years. As mentioned earlier, he will 

go down in the 

annals as the man, 

when working with 

Terry Goodrum (L), 

who borrowed or 

stole (but most 

certainly used and 

abused) Kendo 

Nagasaki’s name, 

got embroiled in a 

legal battle, became 

King Kendo, and 

then actually feuded                               

with the real 

Nagasaki. Goodrum 

turned tearaway and used many different names, including Sandor Kovacs (Mk II).  

Whatever you say about Bill Clark, he wasn’t one for the quiet life! 

Next time we will take a look at Fenland charity shows, and head to the Norfolk 

heartland to highlight Brian Trevors’ Anglia Promotions shows. Brian seldom 

ventured from his promotional comfort zone once he left Joint … and he became 

something of a best-kept secret as far as the rest of the country is concerned. If you 

ever saw Brian bend coins with his teeth in the ring before performing, the phrase 

“Don’t Try This At Home” never rang so true!            

      to be continued ……  


